RIGS
20 TONNE CPT TRUCK MOUNTED RIG (CPT 001)
The Volvo, CPT001, is a 6 x 4 wheel drive CPT rig ideal for geotechnical testing on hardstanding sites such as roads and
carparks. It can also be used on dry non-hardstanding sites making it one of our versatile rigs as it can be deployed to
many different types of site. Fitted with reﬂective yellow and red chevrons, these high visibility rear markings meet the
‘Chapter 8’ requirements for vehicles working on highways. It weighs 21 tonnes and can push up to 30-40 metres per day,
depending on the ground conditions.

CPT RIG DETAILS
DRIVE SYSTEM

6x4 WHEEL DRIVE

TOTAL WEIGHT

21 TONNES

GROUND BEARING
PRESSURE

75kPa

CPT RAM THRUST
CAPACITY

20 TONNES

MAXIMUM
PENETRATION

30-40M DEPENDING ON THE GROUND
CONDITIONS.

PERFORMANCE RATES

100-150M OF TESTING IN A DAY DEPENDING
ON ACCESS TO POSITIONS.

TYPICAL SITES FOR
THIS RIG

HARDSTANDING SITES, E.G. ROADS,
CARPARKS. DRY NON HARDSTANDING SITES.

Cornwall

CPT RIG DIMENSIONS
5215MM

DISTANCE TO CPT RAMS
3900MM

Cornwall

TOTAL HEIGHT = 3750MM

TOTAL LENGTH = 9115MM

Bedfordshire

TOTAL WIDTH = 2490MM
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RIGS
PROJECT REVIEW
TELFORD, ENGLAND
In Situ Site Investigation carried out a project investigating an old
Clay pit on the outskirts of Telford. The project involved carrying out
136 CPTs to depths of between 1 and 10m across the site.
The site had been backﬁlled up to its present level, leaving a relatively
ﬂat area for the construction of a housing estate. Before the building
work commenced, information was required regarding the thickness
and geotechnical parameters of the variable ﬁll on the site.
As time was of the essence for this project, the work to be completed
in one week, and also the need for high quality geotechnical data,
we used CPTs for this project to meet the client’s needs.

Derbyshire

The positions were roughly marked out on site by the client with more
detailed positioning carried out by the CPT crew; each position was
also given coordinates using the on-board GPS unit.
CPTs worked very well on site and were the appropriate solution for
this project; supplying the client with the required data, in the
proposed time scale.
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